
From January 2013 a couple of changes are being made to the MotorCycleNudes.org 

membership conditions. 

 

Firstly, we have always required membership of BN or a known naturist club as a 

prerequisite of membership, but it has now been decided to make provision of a nude picture 

for the MemberZone gallery a condition of membership. Membership of any sort will not be 

considered without this.  

 

The first option is a "restricted" MemberZone - with many of the pages you will previously 

have found up until now, at no cost. You also have access to the Members Area of the 

Forum. Under this option, though, there will be a charge for attending MotorCycleNudes 

rallies. This will be £5 per person per rally, in addition to any host club charges.  

 

The second membership option is for £5 per year, for which you get unrestricted access to 

the whole MemberZone, and entry to all rallies at no cost other than those levied by the host 

landed clubs. The feeling is that at these rates the "club" is large enough now to help bear the 

costs at a nominal charge per member, and it is set low for this reason.  

 

If you think it’s worth it, please pay, but if not, we will not hold it against you. However, if 

you want access to the MemberZone in one form or another, and to the rallies organised on 

your behalf, then you will now have to put your hand in your pocket (assuming you are 

actually wearing something as you read this!) and pay a little towards it. 

 

Please use the online application form to sign up and then email your photo to us 

separately. Photos should be a minimum of 640x480 resolution. Anything smaller will 

be rejected. Pictures are restricted to the MemberZone unless express permission is 

given to use them on the open (public) pages and galleries.  
 

Members paying the full subscription have the choice of restricting photos to the full 

MemberZone area. All others will be published in the restricted MemberZone which is 

accessible to all free members.  

 

Include any supplementary messages in the text box, and quote your full name and BN 

membership number. Nicknames. pseudonyms, and paypal account names do not work and 

will be rejected, as will any application without a photo.  

 

In fact, if there is no photo, you will not even get a reply. Your application will be 

ignored...binned ...wiped...OK? Rejected applications will be refunded, usually within 7-10 

days, and photos submitted will not be used anywhere. If in doubt, submit the form, and 

include any questions in the "message" box.  

 

To avoid any doubt over photos, please note the following guidelines. 

 

Acceptable examples (min 640x480 resolution) 

 

    
 



Unacceptable examples 

 

  

All above shown same size as received – much too small. Minimum size 640x480. 

 
  

Completely unidentifiable Partially obscured Tanlines! Apart from 

being unidentifiable 

  

Too distant Too distant and rear 

view 

Deviant! 

 

It also goes without saying that anything featuring obvious sexual content is unacceptable, 

and will be rejected. 


